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Abstract 

Sound spectrograms have been a traditional method for comparing animal vocalizations and 
demonstrating their similarities or differences, but quantification of the comparative process has been 
difficult. This lack of quantification has hindered progress in documenting the timing and degree of 
song development in song birds. With this in mind, computer-based methods for sound comparison 
and sound averaging were developed. These methods utilize a numerical representation of a sound's 
frequency-time structure to compute a similarity value between any two sounds and an average sound 
spectrogram for a set of sounds. These analytical techniques were applied to an analysis of song notes 
of the swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana). The results demonstrate the usefulness o f the methods 
and reveal new details in the description of the swamp sparrow's set of species-universal note types 
and in the decrease of note variability during the course of developmental transitions from subsong, 
through plastic song to song crystallization. 

Introduction 

O ne common approach in the analysis of animal vocalizations is to compare 
sounds in o rder to describe and ultimately explain the biological significance of 
their similarities or differences. Techniques for comparing animal sounds r ange 
from subjective impressions based on visual inspection of sound spectrograms 
(e.g. STRUHSAKER 1967; BAKER 197 4; PAYNE 1985) to more objective methods such 
as multivariate analysis (e.g. SYMMESet al. 1979; MARTINDALE 1980; CLARK 1982). 

Sorting spectrogram s by eye can be a reliable means of categorization, but 
the features upon which the sorting is based are often unspecified and intuitive 
(BORROR 1965; LEMON 1965; KROODSMA 1974; M UNDINGER 1975). Such compari
sons are liable to vary between observers and are insensitive to subtle differences 
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in vocal characteristics, making attempts at analytical standardization difficult. 
This lack of quantification becomes critical when degrees of variability are being 
assessed, as, for example, in documenting the achievement of stereotypy in the 
development of birdsong. 

Most often, researchers rely on a combination of qualitative impression and 
statistics to describe acoustic similarity. A limited set of temporal and frequency 
values are measured by hand from spectrograms (KOENIG et al. 1946; H OPKINS et 
al. 1974), oscillograms or frequency envelopes (MULLIGAN 1963; HJORTH 1970) 
and these values are subjected to univariate (SHIOVITZ 1975; MILLER 1978; SMITHet 
al. 1980) or multivariate statistical analysis (SPARLING & WILLIAMS 1978; MARTIN
DALE 1980; LEMON et al. 1981; j OHNSON & WICHERN 1982). 

Here we report on two newly developed computer-based methods for 
quantitatively comparing animal vocalizations and describing an average vocaliza
tion from a set of sounds which are predefined as being in the same group. These 
methods are rapid, repeatable and intuitively straightforward. As a means of 
verifying and demonstrating the utility of these analytical techniques, we present 
some preliminary results based upon an analysis of swamp sparrow (Melospiza 
georgiana) song notes. The results demonstrate the usefulness of the methods and 
reveal important details in the description of the swamp sparrow's species
universal note types and in the ontogeny of notes during the course of song 
development; details which would not have been apparent using any of the 
previous methods of acoustic analysis. 

Methods 

In this section two basic methods for sound analysis are briefly described. The first is referred to 
as the "sound-comparative method" and the second as the "sound-averaging method". The sound
comparative method is initially verified by applying the technique to an analysis of 192 swamp 
sparrow notes and comparing the results to those from a previously published analysis using 
traditional techniques applied to the same data (MARLER & PICKERT 1984). Finally, the sound
comparative and sound-averaging methods are applied to an original analysis of swamp sparrow notes 
as sung by a single male over a 16-week period of song development. Computer sound acquisition, 
storage and analyses were implemented on a Digital Equipment Corp. LSI 11/ 23 computer with a Sky 
Computers array processor, 2 megabytes of RAM memory, ADAC analog to digital converter and 
Visual Technology graphics terminal. All programs were written in Fortran VI or Macro-It assembly 
language. Details of the hardware and software configuration, and mathematical descriptions of the 
algorithms used in the analysis are presented elsewhere (CLARK & BEEMAN, in prep.). 

Swamp sparrows have been the subject of extensive research, and much is already known about 
the details of their song learning process (MARLER & PETERS 1982; MARLER & SHERMAN 1983, 1985; 
MARLER 1984). In general, the songs consist of 2-5 note syllables which are repeated 8-12 times in 
succession in the form of a trill. For this reason syllable and song are synonymous terms when 
describing swamp sparrow song. These birds learn their songs during an early sensitive period 
(MARLER 1987). In late winter, at roughly 260 days of age (MARLER & PETERS 1982), the birds begin to 
sing spontaneously, and this phase of song development progresses through three stages: subsong, 
when the song is amorphous and poorly structured; plastic song, when the syllabic structure is defined 
and rehearsal of previously acquired themes begins but a great deal of variability is still evident; and 
crystallized song, when the structure is highly stereotyped and very little variation is observed 
(MARLER & PETERS 1981). To date, most swamp sparrow song development analysis has concentrated 
on the description of song features such as number of syllables per song, song duration, and whether 
or not the crystallized version was a copy of a song to which the bird was exposed (tutor song) during 
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Fig. 1: Illustration of computer spectrograms for three swamp sparrow syllables as sung in week 39 
(A) and week 45 (B and C) of song development for the same male. Right: the two correlation 

functions resulting from the two-dimensional correlations of matrices A and B, and B and C 

its sensit~ve period. An initial swamp sparrow note analysis has shown that there are approx. 6 
general, species-universal note types, referred to as note types I- VI (MARLER & PICKERT 1984 ). Pr ior 
to this report there has been no analysis which quantitatively describes the development of song notes 
in any passerine species. 

Sound-Comparative Method 

The underlying idea for the sound comparative method is that a full representation of a sound's 
frequency-time structure, rather than a few of its acoustic features, better serves the analytical process. 
This idea is reminiscent of the notion of behavioral gestalt as developed by K6HLER (1929). Although 
the idea of using the entire sound for comparison is not new (see, fo r example, BERTRAM 1970; 
GOEDEKING 1983; MILLER 1979; PICKSTOCK et al. 1980), automation of the p rocess has not been 
previously implemented. 

Sounds to be compared are acquired from tape recordings and stored as digitized waveforms in 
the computer, Using the computer, sounds are transformed into digital spectrograms using standard 
time-dependent Fourier transform techniques (see OPPENHEIM 1978, for a review). This process yields 
a set of discrete frequency spectra taken at successive time intervals over the duration of the signal, and 
the resultant spectrogram is a 51 x 100 matrix with time and frequency as rows and columns in the 
matrix, respectively, and signal energy or RMS amplitude as the matrix contents. In the present work 
the digital sampling rate is 25 kHz and a 256 point transform is performed. This results in an overall 
matrix bandwidth of 10kHz with a frequency resolution o f 196Hz and a temporal resolution of 
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2.5 ms. Amplitude resolution is limited in most cases by the signal level on the original tape recording, 
since the analog to digital converter within the computer has 12 bits (72 dB) of resolution. 

Fig. 1 shows computer generated matrices for the same swamp sparrow syllable sung by a given 
bird on three different occasions. Using the note terminology of MARLER & PICKERT (1984), this 
syllable consists of a note type II followed by a note type VI, where a type II note is of long duration 
(100 ms) and rising frequency and a type VI note is of short duration (30 ms) and fall ing frequency. 

The similari~y between two sounds is computed by two-dimensional correlation of their 
frequency- time matrices. A visual analogy to this correlation process is to view the two matrices as 
topographical surfaces, where frequency and time are linear dimensions defining the boundaries of the 
surface and amplitude is represented by the elevation of the surface at each frequency-time bin. The 
similarity of the two surfaces is found by sliding one surface over the other along the time axis until the 
best fit occurs. The value of the best fit represents the similarity of the two sounds. In the actual 
computation, the similarity is the peak value of the correlation function computed by cross
correlating the two frequency-time matrices. Numerically this is achieved by time-shifting one matrix 
with respect to the other by a series of successive offsets in increments of 2.5 ms, and calculating the 
correlation coefficient between the two matrices at each offset. This results in a sequence of correlation 
coefficients as a function of offset time. The peak value of this correlation function represents the 
similarity of the two sounds and is used here as a quantitative measure of sound similarity. Since a 
correlation is performed, both matrices are normalized and the resulting similarity value is a number 
between ± 1.00, or ± 100 if taken as a percentage. The normalization procedure results in a similarity 
value which is independent of absolute signal levels thereby eliminating the effect of differing record 
or playback levels on the comparative process. The similarity value is also robust under conditions of 
high ambient noise since the cross-correlation procedure is relatively insensitive to changes in 
background noise but enhances common components in thct two sounds being compared. 

Fig. 1 shows the two correlation functions resulting from the correlation of syllables A and B, 
and B and C. The correlation functions start with low values, rise as the two syllables begin to 

coincide, reach a peak when the sounds are optimally overlayed, and then decrease as the two shape~ 
move out of coincidence. A presently implemented option on this computational scheme includes 
frequency shifting. With this frequency-shift option sounds can be compared independently of their 
absolute frequency differences. This provides a method for factoring our such frequency differences 
and comparing sounds on the basis of their relative shapes. 

As a means of verifying the sound-comparative method, the method was used to reanalyse a set 
of 192 swamp sparrow notes. These 192 notes comprised the exact same set of swamp sparrow notes 
used by MARLER & PICKERT (1984) to illustrate how their six note type categories were related to two 
features of the notes; duration and frequency-modulation (FM) rate. This reanalysis was undertaken 
in order to determine whether or not the sound-comparative method, which represents a sound as a 
large computer-generated matrix of frequency-time-amplitude values, provides results which are 
congruent with those based on hand measurements of two obvio us acoustic features from the same 
date set. In the reanalysis of these same 192 notes, all possible note pairs were compared using the 
sound comparative method with the frequency-shift option , resulting in 18,236 similarity values. 
These values were then analysed by multidimensional scaling (ALSCAL, metric) methods (KRUSKAL 
1964; SHEPARD 1980) and reduced to a two dimensional scatterplot in which the relative positions of 
the 192 points reflect the relative similarities of the 192 notes. 

One difficulty with multivariate techniques is in the interpretation of the results which are 
typically displayed as scatterplots in abstract dimensions or as tables of factor loading scores. One 
means of interpreting a scatterplot derived from an analysis of vocal features is to place spectrographic 
images on the points in the scatterplot representing those sounds (see, for example, MILLER 1979). In 
order to facilitate visual interpretation of the 192 note plots and its comparison to the MARLER & 
PICKERT(1984) results, 29 spectrographic images of the original 192 notes were placed in their proper 
positions on the scatterplot (Fig. 3). 

Sound-Averaging Method 

In cases when sounds are determined to be in the same group, generation of an average sound 
type is useful, permitting one to discern the common features of members of that sound group. With 
this objective in mind a computational method was developed that produces an average sound type 
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from any given set of sounds. This averaging process is accomplished by optimally aligning the set of 
frequency-time matrices using the sound-comparative method, summing the matrices, and dividing 
the resultant summed matrix by the number of sounds in the set. The end result is an average sound 
matrix which represents the average sound type for the set and which can be displayed in a visual 
spectrographic format identical to that used for displaying individual sounds. 

Note Development Analysis 

The methods of sound comparison and averaging were applied to an analysis of the notes in one 
song type of an individual male swamp sparrow. This song was acquired by the male from tape 
recordings heard early in life between 20-60 days of age and sung over the course of song 
development. The song consisted of repetitions of a two note syllable composed of a note type II and 
a note type VI (see Fig. 1). This song type was sampled in 9 periods covering the 16 weeks from 
subsong through crystallized song, beginning at 36 weeks of age. 10 random syllables per period were 
taken, resulting in 10 note type II samples and 10 note type VI samples for each of the 9 periods. To 
track a note's development relative to its crystallized form, all 10 notes from a sampling period were 
compared to the 10 notes from the final crystallized song using the sound-comparative method 
without the frequency-shift option. The comparison of 10 notes from one period with the 10 
crystallized notes of the final period resulted in 100 correlation values. These were reduced to an 
average and standard deviation correlation value for each sampling period. This average correlation 
value represents the degree of similarity between crystallized notes and renditions of that same note 
type as sung during an earlier developmental period; the standard deviation is indicative of the 
precision with which those notes were sung. 

To track a note's development relative to the tutor version of that note a similar procedure was 
followed except that here the ten notes from a developmental period were compared to all 8 versions 
of that note in the tutor song. The time sequence of average note correlations and standard deviation~ 
resulting from the comparative analysis will be referred to as a "note development profile". Relative to 
crystallized notes and tutor notes, these profiles will be referred to as crystallized and tutor profiles, 
respectively. 

In order to illustrate the development of the two note types as produced in each of the 9 
sampling periods, all 10 versions of a note for a sampling period were merged into an average note 
using the sound-averaging method. Each average note for a sampling period was then plotted as a 
spectrogram. The sequence of average note spectrograms, representing the development of the note 
from subsong through crystallized song in the visual format, serves to complement the quantitative 
results based on a comparative analysis of the same notes. 

Results 

The results are presented in two sections. The first describes the results from 
reanalysis of the 192 swamp sparrow notes. The second describes the results of 
the developmental analysis of the two notes from the song of a single male swamp 
sparrow. 

Reanalysis of 192 Swamp Sparrow Notes 

Fig. 2 A shows the scatterplot of the 192 swamp sparrow notes as replotted 
from the original M ARLER & PICKERT (1984) data. Fig. 2B shows the same plot 
with 29 of the points in Fig. 2 A represented by their spectrographic images. 
These figures show three general note groups; notes with positive slope and a 
w ide range of durations (note types IB, IC and II), notes with negative slope and 
a wide range of durations (note types lA, VI and V), and notes with very little 
slope, either positive or negative, and of intermediate durations (note type III). 

Ethology, Vol. 76 (2) 8 
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Fig. 3 A shows the two-dimensional scatterplot resulting from a mul
tidimensional scaling analysis on the 18,236 similarity values as computed using 
the sound-comparative method on the 192 swamp sparrow notes(?= 0.71, stress 
= 0.23 ). Fig. 3 B shows the same plot with 29 of the points replaced with their 
spectrographic images. These figures show that the 192 notes fall on a continuum 
with certain types more common than others. This continuum can be viewed as a 
circle with four major note groups. A note's position on the circle appears to be 
primarily dependent on its duration and FM rate, both diagnosed by MARLER & 
PICKERT (1984) as salient features for note type classification; notes in the lower 
righthand half of the circle are of short duration with rapid FM, while notes in the 
upper lefthand half of the circle are longer in duration and have slower FM. 

Figs. 2 and 3 are quite similar. The apparent divergence in Fig. 2 of note 
type IA and IB/C is the result of using note slope as one of the acoustic 
dimensions. If the inverse of note slope were used, note types IA and IB/C would 
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Fig. 3: A. Two-dimensional scatterplot from the multidimensional scaling analysis of 18,236 
pairwise comparisons between 192 swamp sparrow notes. B. Spectrograms of 29 of the original notes 

placed on their proper positions in the scatterplot 

converge in an apparent continuum, as they do in Fig. 3. The concurrence of the 
results from these two analyses demonstrates that the sound-comparative method 
yields results which, although different in details, are basically in agreement with 
those derived by the traditional method of hand measurement of sound spectrog
rams. This would indicate that for these types of simple FM notes, the sound
comparative method is a useful means of describing similarity between notes. 

Note Development Analysis 

Fig. 4 shows the crystallized profile for note type II. This figure defines in 
quantitative terms how well the bird sang note type II throughout the 16-week 
period of song development relative to the final crystallized version of that note 
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Fig. 4: Crystallized profile for 
note type II for a single male 
swamp sparrow. The profile shows 
the basic statistics for 9 of the 16 
weekly periods of song develop
ment (see text for details). The 
computer-averaged crystallized 
note type II fo r week 52 is shown as 
an inset. Black dots: average corre
lation values ; ends of rectangles: 
S.D. distances; ends of bars: min. 

and max. ranges 

type. This is essentially a learning curve for acquisition of the skill of motor 
production of the note. In week 36, for example, the average similarity between 
subsong notes produced at that age and final crystallized notes produced in week 
52 is 38 ± S.D. 13 %. When the final crystallized notes are compared to 
themselves, the average similarity is 92 ± S.D. 3 %. Two significant features of 
this plot are: 1) the most rapid period of change from 38 % to 79 %, indicative of 
rapid learning and convergence toward the crystallized type, occurs over a 2- 3-
week period during early phases of plastic song (weeks 37-40), and 2) there is a 
steady improvement in the precision with which the note is sung, indicated by the 
diminishing size of the standard deviation from 13 % to 3 %. 

Fig. 5 illustrates this quantitative profile of note development in a visual 
format. Here one can clearly see the improvement in note structure with time ; the 
average notes in subsong are smeared and less distinct, the average notes in plastic 
song are more defined, and the notes in late plastic and crystallized song embody 
the flourishes or improvizations which the bird imparts to the note in its final 
form (e.g. the slight inflection at the end of the note). Fig. 5 also demonstrates the 
potential of the sound-averaging technique to visually reinforce what the quan
titative results display: the most dramatic change in note structure occurs over the 
2- 3-week period between subsong and plastic song. 

Fig. 6 shows the tutor profile for note type II together with the crystallized 
profile for purposes of comparison. This figure shows that as song development 
proceeds through plastic song, the note type II's as sung by the bird, although 
clearly originating as imitations of the tutor note, become less similar to the tutor 
notes as crystallization proceeds. The pattern of development for this note type II 
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Fig. 5: Sequence of average note 
type II's computed for each of 9 
weekly sampling periods (num
bers 36--52 refer to the age of the 
bird in weeks) covering the three 
stages of song development for a 
single swamp sparrow. These 
averages were computed from the 
same notes used to compute the 

crystallized profile in Fig. 4 
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Fig. 7: Crystallized profile fo r 
note type VI for a single swamp 
sparrow. The profile shows the 
basic statistics for 9 of the 16 
weekly periods of song develop
ment. The computer-averaged 
crystallized note type VI for week 
52 is shown as an inset. Black 
dots: average correlation values; 
ends of rectangles: S. D . d is
tances; ends of bars: min. and 

max. ranges 

. 
is somewhat different from that of the song's other component, a note type VI, as 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For note type VI there is no sharp development in the 
note occurring between subsong and early plastic song. Instead, there is a gradual 
development over a 5-6-week period that includes all of the plastic song period. 
The final average correlation value for note type VI is only 73 % compared to 
92 % for note type II. Also, the precision with which note type VI is produced 
does not improve very much ; it begins at 11 % in subsong and decreases to only 
7 % by final crystallized song. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the tutor profile for note type VI together with the 
crystallized profile. This figure shows that during song development the note 
type VIs as sung by the bird are only slightly less similar to the tutor notes than to 
the crystallized notes. 

Discussion 

The two computer analysis methods presented here yield results which both 
confirm those derived from previous studies by other methods and also provide 
new insights into a biologically complex process at a level of detail which was not 
previously possible. 

The reanalysis of 192 swamp sparrow notes using the computer method of 
sound comparison not only confirms MARLER & PICKERT's (1984) finding that 
swamp sparrow notes can be arranged in groups, with certain note types more 
common than others, but also shows that the groupings are not discrete but form 
a continuum. This continuum can basically be described by changes in note 
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Fig. 8: Sequence of average note 
type VI's computed for each of 9 
weekly sampling periods (numbers 
36--52 refer to the age of the bird in 
weeks) covering the three stages of 
song development for a single swamp 
sparrow. These averages were com
puted from the same notes used to 
compute the crystallized profile in 
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duration and FM rate. In the original analysis of MARLER & PICKERT (1984, see 
Fig. 5) this continuum is a semicircle consisting of six general note groups (one of 
their note types, type IV, was extremely rare and was not observed in the 192 
note sample). On one end of their continuum are short notes with high positive 
slope (note type I B/ C). In the middle are longer notes with moderate positive 
slope (note type II), very little slope (note type III), or moderate negative slope 
(note type V). On the other end of the continuum are short notes with high 
negative slope (note types VI and lA). The reanalysis of these ·same notes using 
the sound comparative method and multidimensional scaling, results in a circular 
continuum with four general note groups. This circular continuum has essentially 
joined the two ends of the MARLER & PICKERT continuum1

) , with the four general 
note groups corresponding to notes types I, II, V, and VI. Note type III's do not 
emerge as an obvious grouping but rather as a bridge between the note type II and 
V groups (see Fig. 3). 

1) When comparing the new results with those from the original analysis, it was found necessary 
to correct two discrepancies in Fig. 5 B of MARLER & PICKERT (1984). The first is that labels for the 
two note groups II and V should be reversed. The second is that the description of the equation for 
computing slope should state that the sign of the 'Log note slope' value is given by the slope of the 
actual note;(+) for increasing slope,(-) for decreasing slope. 
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100 I Fig. 9: Tutor profile and crystal-
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Typically swamp sparrow syllables begin and end with short duration, rapid 
FM notes. Long duration, slow FM notes typically occur in the middle of 
syllables. Bearing this note sequence in mind, and viewing Fig. 3 as an acoustic 
map of note distance, syllables appear to be constructed so as to maximize the 
acoustic distances between successive notes. This would suggest that song types 
are selected in part on the basis of acoustic contrast between successive notes, an 
idea similar to the notion of antimonotony as originally discussed by HARTS

HORNE (1956) and more recently by WHITNEY (1981). 

The application of the sound-comparative and sound-averaging methods to 
note development analysis yield quantitative results which are in keeping with 
descriptions of the song development process (MARLER & PETERS 1981, 1982) in 
which qualitative interpretation of song development was based on visual inspec
tion of spectrograms and the 'presence or absence of syllabic structure and on the 
relative stability of syllabic morphology .. .' (MARLER & PETERS 1982). The 
results of the present note analysis indicate that note development does not 
progress at the same rate or with the same precision for different notes in the same 
song. In the male swamp sparrow studied, note type II developed very rapidly 
and crystallized into a highly stereotypic form. Note type VI developed slowly 
and crystallized into a more variable form. This contrast is particularly interesting 
in light of the evidence on song development for swamp sparrows raised in 
isolation (no tutoring during the early sensitive period) which demonstrated that 
such birds will sing songs composed of note VI trills but never produce note Il's 
(or any of the longer, slower FM note types) (MARLER & SHERMAN 1985). One 
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interpretation of the isolation experiments and the results on note development 
presented here is that note type VI is an innate type on which the bird does not 
devote much effort toward learning, while the longer note types (e.g. type II) for 
which there is perhaps a less specific innate sensorimotor pattern, require prior 
acquisition of a learned model for proper development. 

Another interpretation as to why note VI shows such poor development is 
that, while the bird is attempting to learn to reproduce the note, it lacks control 
over the note's features. This might indeed be the case since detailed inspection of 
note VI variability reveals that it is due to variation in the note's spectral content 
not its duration or FM rate. This suggests that a male swamp sparrow may lack 
the ability to control spectral features on a moment by moment basis at this 
degree of temporal detail (2.5 ms), although there is evidence to support the idea 
that the birds do possess this degree of temporal resolution at the perceptual level 
(DOOLING 1980, 1982). 

When developing notes were tracked relative to the tutor notes instead of the 
crystallized notes, different patterns emerged for the two note types. The tutor 
and crystallized profiles for note type VI were similar (Fig. 9) except for the late 
plastic and crystallized periods when the bird's notes were shifted down by ca. 
200 Hz compared to tutor notes. For note type TI, however, the tutor profile was 
different from the crystallized profile : starting in the fourth week (at 39 weeks of 
age) of song rehearsal the two profiles diverged as the bird sang notes that were. 
increasingly more similar to the eventual crystallized notes (and to themselves) 
than they were to the tutor. By the end of crystallization the type II notes sung 
by the bird were no more similar to the notes on which it was tutored than they 
were to the notes it sang in early plastic song. One obvious difference between the 
crystallized and tutor notes was in note duration: the 8 tutor notes were, on 
average, 15 % longer (138 vs. 120 ms) than the 10 crystallized notes. Further 
analysis and inspection of notes sung in the third to fifth weeks of song rehearsal 
(at 38-:-40 weeks of age) reveal that during this period the bird was singing two 
general note morphs; OJ:.le similar to the crystallized note form and one similar to 
the tutor note form. The presence of both morphs can be seen as a bifurcation in 
the ending of the average note for week 39 as shown in Fig. 5. This result suggests 
that we are perhaps witnessing the vocal manifestations of two competing motor 
patterns, with one pattern more strictly rooted in early auditory experience than 
the other. 

The results from the application of these methods to the investigation of 
birdsong ontogeny are novel in that they provide quantitative evidence of aspects 
of phonological development which have previously been qualitatively described 
or suspected but could not be quantified. The analytical tools of sound-compari
son and sound-averaging now provide a means of answering specific questions 
related to the development of a complex behavior from its origins to its final 
production. These same tools are also generally applicable to a broad range of 
bioacoustical studies where quantification of phonological structure is required. 
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